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Vancouver: open,
but not so open
by Jean-Baptiste Lasaygues
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Putting the spirit of the orthodox back into Easter
by hayden case

W

hen we enter the church on
Pascha,” says Father Justin Hewlett, Rector for St John of
Shanghai in East Vancouver. “I
cry out ‘Christ is risen!’ cuing the
response, ‘Indeed, He is risen!’”
The Orthodox Church in
Canada is made up of different
denominations such as Greek,
Russian, Romanian, Ukrainian,
Serbian and Armenian.
With a myriad of cultures
and their respective languages
involved, the Paschal shout of
'Christ is risen' is bound to become a little complicated.
Father Justin Hewlett has
found an excellent way to cater

Also in this issue

to the diversity found within his
congregation.
“Our custom is to give the Paschal greeting and response in as
many languages as we can,” says
Father Hewlett. “I usually manage to stump most of my parishioners when I shout out in my
very rusty Japanese, 'Harisutosu
fukkatsu'.”
Orthodox Easter, also known
as Pascha, is the celebratory finish to a period of 40 days of Lent,
plus 1 week called Holy Week, of
fasting from meat, fish, and dairy
products. Orthodox Christians
calculate the date of Easter in
accordance with the Julian calendar which was established
under Julius Caesar. This means

that Pascha often occurs on the
weekend following western Easter. This year, Pascha is held on
April 15.
Pascha is a period of intense
spiritual discipline in which
prayer services are longer, more
frequent, and are held in a more
somber tone than usual.
“The aim of these spiritual
disciplines is repentance,” says
Hewlett, “To examine our minds
and hearts and to change them,
or, rather, to allow God to change
them as needed.”
In the past, traditional religious messages have been primarily passed on over the years
through church services, Bible
studies, Sunday school, and par-
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ables recounted by elders. These
teachings have evolved in recent
years to include films, documentaries, cartoons, periodicals, and
of course, the Internet.
Each generation envelops the
Orthodox Church’s strong sense
of spiritual and moral values
found within the family and community.
“Everything starts from Palm
Sunday,” says Iryna Shyroka, a
university student. “You have
to go to church to be blessed by
a bunch of Palm and holy water.
[A] very strong fast starts from
that day together with Clean
Week. When the Clean Thursday
comes you are supposed to clean
See “Easter” page 2

hat brought me to Vancouver is neither poverty nor the hope for a better life or even solid projects.
Nope, boredom did.
The fatigue from seeing my
beloved France going back to
its old demons, career prospects as empty as an ice field
on a foggy evening, or a love
life as exciting as a five hour
documentary on stamp collecting in Victorian England.
Only one person in the world
could drag me out of this
boredom: Mr. Jack London.
I
read
his stories
about Canada’s Great
North and
the
West
Coast over
and over. I
heard his
call from the forest and since
nothing was holding me
back, I let him take me there,
to the other side of the world,
to the very place where gold
hunters were gathering before leaving for the Klondike.
I came here without a goal
or any contacts, not even being able to exercise my profession as journalist, in a language that I only moderately
mastered.
There was only one thing
I could do: listen to the city.
Considered a "Terra Incognita" (unknown land) not that
long ago, I was astonished
by the degree of civilization
achieved by its inhabitants in
such a short period of time.
Not in regards to the quality or style of buildings thoughonly the Downtown and Gastown architecture pleased my
sense of aesthetic – but by the
quality of the human beings
who one day, left everything
behind to come build this city
of peace, calm and quietness.
With the added benefit for
any francophone wishing to
broaden their knowledge of
the language of Shakespeare:
See “Verbatim” page 3
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My Turn
serge corbeil

bec’s Thomas Mulcair. Winning
after a four day voting spree, the
Outremont MP now has the task
of preserving not only what was
gained during the last federal
election, but also of demonstrating that the traditional role of
an opposition party is to show
that the dream of some day governing the country is not a mere
daydream.
I have absolutely no doubt that
the federal NDP has made the
right choice, if only to hang on to
the seats won in Québec during
the historic achievement of May
2011. However, the new leader
will have to swiftly make himself
visible in the Prairie provinces
and in the West, if he is seriously
considering leading his party to
victory. Although the status of
official opposition has presented
the party with an exceptional
platform from which it can demonstrate that it is ready for the
big show, the challenge remains
enormous.
It is now time for Mulcair to
judiciously make use of the important resources, budgetary as
well as in matters of visibility,
associated with his role as offi“Easter” from page 1
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your house, yard and yourself.
On Friday you are not supposed
to eat, work or listen to any kind
of music.”

Iryna Shyroka and husband Stan Gueller.

Essentially clean week is the
Holy week leading up to Pascha.
For Orthodox Christians, this
leads to experiences of heightened spiritual enlightenment.
“Saturday is a bit of relief,” says
Shyroka. “People bake Easter
bread and make Pysanka’s – dyed
eggs.”
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NDP – Aiming for government
he members of the New DemT
ocratic Party’s have made
their choice and opted for QuéA Mulcair treat for Canada.

cial opposition. He can draw on
an arsenal that will give him a
concrete advantage over his real
opponent – the Liberal Party.
On the other hand, we can bet
that the Conservative Party won’t
make it easy for the NDP and will
quickly try to demean the party in
the eyes of the electorate. Think
what you will about this kind of
tactic, but you have to admit that
this sort of thing has worked for
the Conservatives, just look at
what happened to Stephane Dion
and Michael Ignatieff.
That said, the NDP’s leadership
convention enabled us to study
the matching of traditional approaches to leadership conferences with modern technologies.
People who couldn’t be present in
Toronto were still able to participate in the conference and vote
in real time for their new leader.
One of the most recognizable
images associated with Ukrainian Pascha, Pysankas are hardboiled eggs that have been dyed
red to symbolize the blood of
Christ.
Psyankas
are
made by using a
rough egg, bee's
wax and a stylus,
and can be personalized by including
individual
hopes,
dreams and aspirations for the coming
seasons.
“Elements of animals will symbolize wealth in your
house,” says Shryoka. “Plants – rich
harvest this year.”
Holy week is populated by services,
readings, and solemn funeral processions, before culminating in a prayerful
vigil over an icon of
Christ’s body in the
tomb. Finally, as the
hours before Pascha tumble, the
feeling of joy begins to twinkle
in the dark.
“Precisely at midnight on Sunday morning, after another solemn and anticipation-filled procession around the church,” says
Father Hewlett.
“I knock on the door of the
tomb and we all enter singing
and shouting ‘Christ is risen!’
into a building newly bedecked
with white flowers and ablaze
with light.”
These new beginnings signify
the start of the celebration of
Christ’s resurrection. So, after
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The hitch, as I was mentioning
in my last column, is that the majority of NDP members did so before the beginning of the augural
day. This implies that the people
who waited until the weekend to
cast their votes probably didn’t
have a very big influence on the
final results.
Candidate Peggy Nash has
rightly mentioned after the second round’s results that her choice
for the third round wouldn’t be
significant since the majority of
members had already voted.
However, the use of online voting by the NDP has served a purpose. The massive cyber attacks
that inundated the system used
by the NDP and disrupted services don’t seem to have had a major
impact on the end results. Yet,
they send a strong cautionary
signal should online voting be an
option for a general election.
Even though these malicious
attacks only managed to considerably slow down the voting process and the unveiling of results,
they could have had a major impact on the end results. Just imagine what would happen if similar
grains of sand came to clog the
general election’s machinery.
One can easily imagine a country, whose regime had more or
less honourable values, could
have a serious disruption of online voting during general elections. We can now thank the NDP
for giving us food for thought before scrapping the time honoured
ways of voting.
Translation Monique Kroeger
weeks of preparation, what does
the holy day itself actually involve?
“On Sunday, in the early morning, everybody goes to church to
get their Easter baskets blessed,”
says Shyroka. “When coming
home from church the whole
family gathers at one table and
eats the holy food.”
These Holy foods include Easter bread, Pysanka’s, sausage,
horseradish, butter, cottage
cheese, and any other foods given up for lent.
“When the eating is done,” says
Shyroka. “Youth and children
go to the church’s yard and play
games which involve running,
tagging and singing.”
Children are involved in every aspect of Pascha: preparing
food baskets, joining processions,
and playing a part in singing
and feasting. Some families and
churches also hold Easter-egg
hunts.
But Pascha doesn't just end
with a large meal and a celebration, the festival of life continues
beyond Sunday with all manner of rejoicing known as Bright
Week.
“Throughout this period we
do not fast,” says Father Hewlett. “We greet one another with
the exclamation, ‘Christ is risen!’,
and all church services held during this period – even funerals –
are exceptionally joyful.”
Ultimately, for Orthodox Christians, Pascha comes down to basic humble needs.
“I always remember the day of
dyeing eggs,” says Shyroka. “When
all of the family gets together from
different parts of my country, we
make Pysanka’s, talk, share memories, and are a family.”

Spencie's View

Letter to the Editor
Upon reading a recent article about the active Syrian community
(as there are many who are not active) and Sawsan Habbal, [I'd
like to make] several inferences. One of those is that the people of
Syria don’t need freedom and democracy. Now, why would anyone
not need freedom and democracy? The quotes used from Habbal
are typical of those propagandists who have supported totalitarian
regimes ruling their nations with an iron fist. They typically try to
revise their own history, discounting violence as ‘mistakes,’ while
demonizing those who are oppressed.
As objective reader[s], we['d] also [like to] infer that Habbal [is a
nice person who was only doing her job, yet these hoodlums who
are active in Vancouver in the name of democracy and freedom
are harassing, threatening and attacking her.
This is the polar opposite of the truth. For example, the RCMP
has investigated none of the activists. RCMP investigations must involve people, and typically require some type of interrogation to
understand the full context of the alleged crime. We are in close
contact with [the] RCMP informing them [of] our activities on [a]
regular basis. Ms. Habbal must know that this is not Syria, and that
our police do not exist to carry out the work of a stone-cold regime.
Our police in Canada are civil servants who work with the public
in order to prevent crime and enforce the law. Habbal, a lawyer,
should know [that] our justice system is not run on unfounded accusations, and cheap shots through newspaper articles.
Also, our group has been the victim in numerous circumstances
during our peaceful rallies. Just recently, two women – who have
been seen spying on our activities before – verbally assaulted several participants in our rally. Like the regime they support, alongside Habbal,: once they were confronted, they automatically refuted that they had said or done anything. Now we are hyper-vigilant
[of] these types of verbal attacks, but coupled with recent attacks
in other parts of Canada, it makes us extremely afraid for our own
safety. In Montreal and Calgary, peaceful protests have resulted in
attacks by Bashar al-Assad’s supporters, the most severe being a
young man who needed 18 stitches. Not only are Assad supporters
attempting to make us weaker as a group by attacking our rallies,
but also the more educated ones, like Habba,l are now using [the]
media through La Source to attack our reputation and our honest
efforts [to raise] awareness and to help the Syrian people.
We may not all be experts in the “art of conversation” like
Habbal, as we are not all lawyers, but we are experts in humanity.
When a child cries, we wish to dry his or her eyes and when we are
able to do something to stop bloodshed, we do it.
La Source should retract [the] article and distance itself from
the quotes [the] specific reporter made for your company’s reputation. This would be beneficial for one main reason: your article
benefit[s] a tyrant. Not just any tyrant, but one that is responsible
for, according to international human rights organizations, for over
9000 murders since March 2011. The worst moral act possible in
the history of mankind is murder, to deprive another of their right
to life. Those who condone, support, and cover-up murders are
considered accomplices to murder.
The freedom of the Syrian people is near with or without articles and people in Canada.
Long live a free and peaceful Syria,
Vancouver Syrian Coordinate
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UBC conference to highlight issues related to
diversity, equity and intercultural understanding

n April 5, the Interdisciplinary Roundtable on Diversity
(IRD) is presenting a conference
at UBC to discuss issues of equity,
diversity and intercultural understanding.
Futures of Change: Equity,
Diversity and Intercultural Understanding Colloquium will
showcase the work of students
and members of the UBC community. The conference will be
held at the First Nations House
of Learning.
Peter Wanyenya and Francine Burning are members of
the IRD colloquium organizing
committee.

The Idea

Burning says that the IRD was
formed more than a year ago by “a
group of grad students [who] decided they wanted to address is-

Francine Burning.

faculty, staff and the community
together to discuss and share
ideas.
Burning says that when organizing the IRD “we realized there
[were] so many people working
in different ways within different disciplines and reaching the
same topics, but from different
places.”
The colloquium has many collaborators. Wanyenya says that
the IRD has received “a lot of
support,” and that “everyone we
approached found a way to contribute.” What started out as a
grassroots discussion quickly
got faculties, other groups and
the university administration on
board.
“As the year went on, we just
added more people into the
event,” says Wanyenya.

The invitation

The interdisciplinary conference

will begin at 9:30 a.m. on April
5. A Musqueam elder will open
the day, and Stephen Toope, UBC
president, will introduce the colloquium.

Peter Wanyenya.

together to learn and discuss.

The award-winning venue

The IRD colloquium will take
place at the Sty-Wet-Tan Hall in
the First Nations House of Learning, which is part of the First Nations Longhouse. The Longhouse
has won a prestigious architecture award and displays carvings
by many West Coast artists. The
building is unique, and Burning
believes “the choice of location
was significant. In a way it brings
a sense of locality.”
The Longhouse is situated “on
unceded Musqueam territories
and the university openly acknowledges [this],” says Burning.
“It’s a beautiful venue that highlights who we are.”
Wanyenya remarks that the
IRD “is unprecedented” because
it is a grassroots initiative put
forward by grad students. He
also adds that while it’s an initiative that “all collaborators organized under one mission,” the office of the UBC president became
involved in it as well.
Highlighting the different ways
people reach concerns around
equity, diversity and intercultural understanding is, according to
Burning, “what [the] event tries
to do.”
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sues around inclusivity, diversity
and equity that they experienced.”
The IRD began with a series
of conversations, and included
events such as the Dean’s Speaker Series. Burning says that a
year later, the colloquium is “the
culmination” of these events and
discussions. The aim is to bring
students, post-doctoral fellows,

Photo courtesy of Francine Burning

by Kate Kovaleva

Sessions throughout the day
will feature presenters who will
address a variety of topics, including access to healthcare, community-based issues, a look at cultural education through critical race
theory and language revitalization research. There will also be
roundtable discussions.
Wanyenya says that members
of the general public are encouraged to participate. He adds that
the presence of community members “will enrich the dialogue
with new perspectives.”
Burning adds that the IRD
is “trying to get as many people
together as possible to show interest in each other’s work.” She
notes that there are “lots of people working on issues of diversity,
inclusivity and equity” and this
is a chance for everyone to come
“Verbatim" from page 1

the dual display of French/English on product labels.
For those who don’t know
France, it should be said that the
country has a much more rigid
social structure than it cares
to admit. The destinies of Black,
White, and Arabs meet at work
and in streets, but not in life.
It’s only when I came here that
I realized that the only mixed
couple I knew was my sister and
her husband.
Among the hundreds of people that I knew, there was only
one couple with a Black man and
a White woman … I had to travel
thousands of kilometers to become aware of this and to discover for the first time a place
where differences don’t bring
suspicion, where colours bring
out the best, not the worse.
A beautiful lesson about life
for the so-called “civilized” –
what I thought I was.
Of course, heaven on earth
doesn’t exist, but if it did, it
should take more cues from
Vancouver than from Paris.
Cleanliness, civility, respect for
people, geographical location
and kindness. There are endless qualities to this city.
However, “Raincouver” is a

For more information, or to
register for the colloquium, visit:
diversity.ubc.ca/interdisciplinaryroundtable-on-diversity/

mix of Anglo-Saxon and Asian
cultures. It’s all been said, but
I’m going to develop my point,
it’s a marriage between the
most selfish civilization in the
world and one of the most modest and reserved cultures that
the earth has seen.
Far from the warmth of our
Latin and Gallic traditions,
Vancouverites have polite and
pleasant manners, they are really tolerant, but not warm. Not,
at least, before they’ve ingested
a dose of alcohol strong enough
to release their inhibitions.
Here we learn about patience,
humility (how can it be otherwise when situated between the
infinite ocean and the majestic
snow-covered mountain peaks,
eh) and a certain reserve. My
big moment was when I realized
how much I needed all of that.
Nevertheless, it becomes obvious that a certain number of
keys are required to decode this
city. Vancouver is an open city,
provided we devote ourselves to
it and find the key to networking,
the key to integration, and the
key to meeting people who are so
different from my home country.
Above all, I had to open my mind
which was under lock and key.
Translation Nathalie Tarkowska

Need the skills to find a job? We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your interview techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in the Canadian workplace, gain insight into the job market,
access special services for skilled works – all at NO COST. The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) Society, Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants
and newcomers to Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module rotating program, running weekly, with 16 sessions each month. This includes basic computer orientation,
with instruction on using Word and Excel, and accessing the Internet. Workshops are held within a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are always welcome. Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide you through the process of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment assistance, paid on-the-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop Career Centre with
a broad range of job hunting resources. Funding for all programs is provided by the Ministry of Social Development, Employment and Labour Market Services Division

Please call 604-324-7733, go to www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at 200-8161 Main Street, Vancouver, to find out how we can best help you.
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Left Bank

When a B.C. Spring finally comes,
youth will be helping lead the way

O

n March 22, Montreal had almost 200,000 people protesting in solidarity with students
in Québec who are facing big
tuition increases at the hands of
the Charest Liberal government.
There hasn’t been a protest of
this size in Canada since a quarter million marched in Montreal
against the Iraq War in 2003.
Some have taken to calling
the movement supporting Québec students le printemps érable,
or Maple Spring (in French it
doubles as a clever word play on
Arab Spring).
Opponents of the student protests note that they have the lowest tuition fees in Canada; they

say that in some sectors a sauve
qui peut attitude took hold, and
unity broke down.
One shameful example is the
Nurses Union. They engaged in
raiding their union brothers and
sisters in the already wounded
HEU. So, it was that labour organizations that should have been
organizing a united fight back
were instead engaged in internecine battle.
During these years of quiet on
the streets, the Liberal government declined in public opinion.
The HST debacle, among other factors, finished off Gordon Campbell and, picking up the pieces,
Christy Clark has disappointed

see this as ungrateful. But I think
they have the right idea: at the
first sign of attack, you push back
hard and you don’t give an inch.
This makes me lament the lack
of a big fight against our own Liberal government. Actually, the
Liberal government in Québec
has a lot in common with the B.C.
Liberal government.
Pursuing a hard right neoliberal agenda, with occasional moves
closer to the political centre, both
are ‘Liberal’ parties in name only.
In fact, they are pro-corporate
coalitions of liberals and conservatives.
When it comes to how much
these governments have harmed
students, labour and the environment, the balance sheet is worse
in B.C. Partly because in 2001
when the Liberals were led by
Gordon Campbell, they enjoyed
free reign in the first couple years
of their mandate, since the opposition NDP had been reduced to
just two MLAs. Although to a certain degree, we have ourselves to
blame, in that we were not able to
fight back as ferociously as they
have in Québec.
However, there have been some
impressive mobilizations. In early
2002 there were rallies of tens of
thousands in both Vancouver and
Victoria against government attacks on the labour movement. In

her backers, and proven unable
to significantly turn around her
party’s popularity.
So, there’s hope for us yet, B.C.
For one thing, the Liberal government is fraying badly, and
there are signs that key players
are looking to abandon Clark’s
ship. Just last week Abbotsford
MLA John van Dongen ditched the
Liberals for the Conservatives in
the legislature. More may soon
follow him across the floor.
But these are just opportunistic
politicians fleeing a sinking ship.
Without a renewal of mobilization
by social movements and civil society, it is doubtful that much of
the regressive legacy of 12 years
of Liberal government will be reversed, if and when, they are finally removed from power.
Thankfully, there is some hope
on this front too and, like in Québec, a lot of it is coming from students. With B.C. teachers facing
massive fines if they go on strike,
some of their students have
stepped up to support them.
On March 2, thousands of
students walked out of classes
across the province in support
of their teachers. Although the
numbers were smaller, the spirited tone hinted at the power of
youth and the student protest
that manifested on the streets of
Montreal.
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“

At the first sign of attack, you push
back hard and you don’t give an inch.

Students protest in Montréal, Québec.

2004, there was a labour and community pushback against the cuts
and privatization targeting the
Hospital Employees Union (HEU).
And a spirited – and ‘illegal’ –
teachers strike in 2005 made a
small dent in the Liberal agenda.
But the past half-decade has
shown little in the way of popular
mobilization against the provincial government. It pains me to

The optimism and confidence
of the brand new activists was
evident. It makes sense, since the
new generation has not suffered
through the demoralizing defeats of the past decade.
We may not get anything quite
like the Maple Spring here in B.C.,
but political change is coming to
the province. I’m thinking the
kids are going to lead the way.
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Poles etch themselves in history
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Cherry blossoms are here –
time for celebration
by Marjo Pekonen

T

or something exotic that you
do not experience in your home
country.
For Anita Kapanen from Finland, cherry flowers are a symbol
of a mild winter.
“The cherry blossom represents
to me the fact that I'm living in a
place where the cherry trees are
not killed by harsh winters and
the spring is mild enough for the
blossom [to] actually happen,”
says Kapanen, pointing out that
in Finland you cannot enjoy this
kind of beauty.
Emma Worbeck from Australia,
where spring begins the first of
September, says that the flowers
stand for celebration and homesickness.
“Cherry blossoms remind me of
my birthday – in Australia they'd
always start to bloom in the week
or two leading up to my birthday
at the end of August.” says Worbeck. “Since moving to Vancouver,
I've always found it wrong to see
the cherry blossoms blooming in
April and not August.”
For many in Vancouver, the
cherry blossoms also serve to
bring people together. According to Poole, “there are people
coming from all over the world
to see the cherry flowers blooming in Vancouver. I have met so
many people under cherry trees
and it is easy to start talking
there about the beauty of the
blossoms.”
To commemorate these trees,
the Vancouver Cherry Blossom
Festival will be in full celebratiion mode from April 5–28. This
year, the theme is Bollywoodstyle dance.
“Every year I try to celebrate
the festival in a different way.
This year it is dance,” says Poole.
“We are bringing all communities together by providing them
[with a chance] to learn the Bollywood umbrella dance.”
Poole says that the music is
called Zoobie Doobie. In Hindi,
she says that it means that, when
you are in love, you are also a bit
crazy.
So, Poole says, “We are crazy
about the cherry blossoms.”

he spectacular cherry treelined boulevards in the West
End are the first signs of spring.
And April is the month to celebrate the cherry blossoms.
“For [the] Japanese, cherry
blossoms are the symbol of new
entrance and hope,” says Mari
Honma, principal of Vancouver
Japanese Language School and
Japanese Hall.
She says that for the Japanese,
April is the month of a new start,
just like January is for Canadians.
And just like here, in Japan, the
cherry flowers bloom in April.
In Japan, the tradition is to celebrate cherry blossoms with a
Hanami festival.
“People gather under cherry
trees to eat, drink and enjoy the
beauty of the blossoms,” says
Homna.
Cherry flowers remind Honma and her colleague Mitsuru
Haga about Japan.
“What the flowers represent to
us goes deep in our history, into
the spirits of Samurais,” says
Haga.
There are over 40,000 ornamental cherry trees blooming in
Vancouver. Here in the mosaic of
cultures, if you ask people what
the cherry blossoms symbolize
to them, you'll get different answers depending on the cultural
backgrounds represented.
For Linda Poole, founder and
director of the Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival, the flowers
stand for beauty and joy.
“After a long dreary winter,
they [cherry blossoms] are so
brave, the first to come and it
takes them time to blossom,”
says Poole. “It makes everybody
happy. Vancouver is quite a grey
city with greyish mountains, sea
and sky.“
“The cherry flowers make the
city look so great. Everybody
feels so proud about Vancouver because it is so pretty. It is
the only city in Canada, with so
many cherry trees,” adds Poole.
People think Vancouver's
cherry trees stand for diversity
and joy. The blossoms are seen
as a source of inspiration for art For more information about
and poetry, a reminder of home the festival, visit: www.vcbf.ca

ttracted by the offer of free
lands during the colonial period, Polish-Canadians were one
of the earliest settlers in North
America. Indeed, by 1885, there
were close to 3,000 Poles living
in Canada – and over the next
century, they continued to immigrate to various parts of the
country.
Between 1981 and 1991, the latest major Polish migration after
the one in 1885 and in the 1930s,
the political situation in Poland
gave rise to yet another large
Polish migration. This group of
new Polish-Canadians consisted
of over 95,000 men, women and
children.

The Qube: a unique building
by a Polish architect.

Today, the Canadian Polish
Congress represents roughly
one million Polish-Canadians living in Canada. These individuals
have contributed significantly
to the shaping of Vancouver in
various areas such as: agriculture, manufacturing, politics and
business.
“Polish-Canadians in Vancouver
have performed outstandingly in
a variety of careers.” says Kazimierz Brusilo, President of the
British Columbian branch the Canadian-Polish Congress. “Some
became engineers and architects,
some became local artists and
yet others became influential
writers.”
One fascinating story about
Polish-Canadians in Vancouver is
the story of Joe Zebrowski, also
known as Walter. He was the
founder of Whistler. Zebrowski
came to Canada shortly after the
Second World War. As a farmer,
he made his fortune by establishing chicken farms and delivering
eggs from home to home. He soon
purchased lands around Whistler
Creekside and started his venture
as the founder of Whistler.
“That was almost 50 years ago
when we used to go up to the
mountains of Whistler all the
time,” says Richard Podgurski,
a close friend of Zebrowski and
the former branch president of
the Canadian Polish Congress.
“The roads back then were hardly

usable. It was a very different
place.”
“Joe would often look around
the place and say, ‘One day, this
will become the most famous
tourist sight in Canada. People
all over the world will know
about it.’”
Half a century later, we know
that Zebrowski’s vision was realized when the 2010 Winter Olympics were held in Whistler.
Another notable Polish-Canadian is the innovative architect,
Bogue Babicki, who designed the

Photos by Eric Chu

by Eric Chu

Kazimierz Brusilo and Richard
Podgurski, the current and former
B.C. branch presidents of the
Canadian Polish Congress.

“mushroom building,” also known
as The Qube, located at the intersection of Jervis and West Georgia.
The building was built from
the top downward, which means
the roof was constructed first.
The bottom of the building is
See “Polish Community” page 6

Photo Mosiac by Jan Hilario

Community Portrait

Eyes of the World
We hardly ever look at each
other as we stroll down the
wet streets of Vancouver. Head
hung low, probably to shield
ourselves from the rain, we
miss the opportunity to view
the world through someone
else's eyes.
Jan Hilario has captured just
a small mosiac of the different
people we pass by everyday.
So raise your head and stop
looking down at the cold, wet
concrete, or go to www.thelasource.com for more faces.
by Samuel Ramos
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Carmen Aguirre
Mon., Apr. 9, 7:30 p.m.
The Cultch Theatre
1895 Venables St., Vancouver
604-251-1766
www.thecultch.com

Spring is here, and its time again
for the Cherry Trees to bloom.
Don’t miss the start of the Cherry
Blossom Festival with the Cherry
Jam Concert. Other notable events
are the Soweto Gospel Choir, Sher- Carmen Aguirre will read from
pas – the True Heroes of Mount her book, Something Fierce:
Memoirs of a Revolutionary
Everest and Little Iliad.
Daughter. The book is a true story of Aguirre’s life as an underground revolutionary during the
Tartan Day
Pinochet dictatorship in Chile.
Wed., Apr. 4, 7:30 p.m.–10 p.m.
Admission by donation.
SFU Harbour Centre
Rm. 1420, 515 W. Hastings St.,
Vancouver
Sherpas –
778-782-5000
the True Heroes
www.scottish.sfu.ca/events
of Mount Everest
A celebration of Scottish heritage Trans-Himalayan Aid Society
with songs from the Gaelic choir, and Reel Causes
dancing from the Vancouver Roy- Wed., Apr. 11, 7 p.m.
al Scottish Country Dance Dem- VIFF Vancity Theatre
onstration Team, and a presenta- 1181 Seymour St.,
tion on the Museum of Scotland. Vancouver
Free admission.
604-224-5133
www.tras.ca

***

***

Art Deco Chic:
Talk & Tour with Ivan Sayers
Thurs., Apr. 5, 7 p.m.
Museum of Vancouver
1100 Chestnut St., Vancouver
604-736-4431
www.museumofvancouver.ca

***

A film detailing the life and work
of Nepali Sherpa guides at Mount
Everest. There will be a Q & A
session with the director, Hari
Thapa, via videoconference after
the screening. There will also be
some handicrafts made by Indian, Tibetan and Nepali artisans
for sale. Profits go toward the
Trans-Himalayan Aid Society for
their work on health and education for youth in the Himalayas.
Tickets $15.

Join an in-depth talk and tour on
one of MOV’s exhibits, Art Deco
Chic. Learn how 20s and 30s fashion differed from other eras, the
story on why the garments on
display were chosen, garment
construction and techniques, and
more. Tickets: $12 adults, $10 se- Little Iliad
niors / students, $8 youth, MOV Apr. 11–14
members are free.
The Anderson Street Space
1405 Anderson St.,
Granville Island
The Futures of Change:
604-684-2622
Equity, Diversity and
www.bocadellupo.com
Intercultural Understanding
Colloquium
A cross-disciplinary, micro perThurs., Apr. 5, 9:30 a.m.–2 p.m.
formance, in which the audience
UBC First Nations Longhouse
listens in to the two actors’ Skype
1985 West Mall, Vancouver
conversation as one of them pre604-822-6353
pares to depart for Afghanistan.
www.diversity.ubc.ca
One of the characters, Evan is a
writer trying to rework the lost
An interdisciplinary conference Homeric poem, Little Iliad. The
featuring the work of graduate two friends’ conversation censtudents, post-doctoral fellows tres on the themes of art and war.
and other members of the univer- See website for details and show
sity community, on the issues of schedule. Tickets $10.
equity, diversity and intercultural
understanding. The colloquium
will focus on the areas of health, Hard Rubber Orchestra
teaching and learning and commu- Plays Mahavishnu Orchestra
nity. Free admission, but advanced Sat., Apr. 14, 8 p.m.
registration recommended.
SFU Woodwards
149 W. Hastings St.,
Vancouver
Cherry Jam Concert
604-683-8240
Thurs., Apr. 5, 11 a.m.–1:30 p.m.
www.hardrubber.com
Indoor Concourse,
Burrard Skytrain Station
The 18-piece jazz unit, Hard Rub604-257-8120
ber Orchestra, will play the muwww.vcbf.ca
sic of Mahavishnu Orchestra. The
Mahavishnu Orchestra came to
Kick off the annual Cherry Blos- life in the 70s, with their fusion of
som Festival with culinary dem- jazz, Indian ragas and rock n’ roll,
onstrations, a bento lunch, free led by guitarist John McLaughlin.
umbrella dance lessons, and a Tickets: $25 adults, $15 students
concert. Open to the public.
and seniors.

***

***

***

***

***

***

Soweto Gospel Choir
Sat., Apr. 7, 8 p.m.
Queen Elizabeth Theatre
630 Hamilton St., Vancouver
604-684-2787
www.caravanbc.com

Indulge n’ Dance
Sat., Apr. 14, 8:30 p.m.
W2 Woodwards
111 W. Hastings St., Vancouver
info@socialbites.ca
www.socialbites.ca

The two-time Grammy award
winner, Soweto Gospel Choir,
from South Africa makes its way
into town with their show entitled
“African Grace.” Tickets $34–$61,
$5 discount for students.

An after-dinner event featuring local, up-and-coming pastry
makers. Eat and dance the night
away to nostalgic 80s and 90s
dance tunes. Tickets $18 – included admission, one treat and one
coffee; add-on $6 ticket for three
additional treats.

***

I never tire of being reminded
of the beauty of our city. And
this picture just adds to my
amazement. The man in the
right foreground is truly standing on the edge of magnificence.
How few cities in the world can
move us to experience what is
extraordinary in life and nature in such a unique way.
We are viewing a seascape
and a very modern skyline
“Polish Community" from page 5

mostly vacant with a large
post at the center to support
the structure. This gives the
building its resemblance to a
standing mushroom.
“The idea was conceived when
Babicki noticed that buildings
were blocking people from enjoying the beautiful scenery
of Vancouver,” says Podgurski “So he thought: if we made
our buildings into mushroom

in North Vancouver against a
backdrop of spectacular mountains and foreboding, constantly
changing clouds. The view has
the drama of a futuristic film
drawing us not only to what we
can physically see, but inspiring us to wonder what is beyond
those mountains, what direction
will our future take?
The tables with the heaters beside them look somewhat alien

shapes, we would be able to see
the views better.”
Zebrowski and Babicki are only
two individuals among many
other notable Polish Vancouverites, such as the artist Richard
Wojciechowski, and the musician
Bozena Lukomska.
Brusilo says that many Polish
people have come to think of Canada as their “second motherland.” It
is a place that nurtures them, protects them, gives them hope, but

and, along with the lone man,
seem to be bearing witness to
this awesome beauty.
Just outside the West Building of the Vancouver Convention Centre, all of what this area
offers is available for public enjoyment, not only for Vancouverites, but for the multitude of
people from around the world
who visit our city.
Don Richardson
most importantly, the place they
helped shape as early pioneers.
He emphasizes that the Canadian Polish Congress is a Canadian organization that represents
Canadians of Polish descent.
“The congress promotes Polish
culture in the context of Canada,”
says Brusilo. “In other words,
we do not only support the voice
of the Polish people, but also cultural harmony in Vancouver and
the rest of Canada.”

